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::IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, NALBARI:: 

PRESENT  : = Smti. K. R. Deka, A.J.S.  

Ref: G. R.  Case No.156/14 

          State                      

           -vs- 

        Mukut Kalita  ..……..  Accused person.  

u/s-457/354 IPC 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON  : 30.09.16, 15.03.17, 26.05.17,     

     31.07.17 & 03.01.18. 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON   : 09.01.19. 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON  : 09.01.19. 

ADVOCATES APPEARED : 

For the State    : Mr.  D. Talukdar, Ld. A.P.P. 

For the Accused    : Mr. A. Mazid, Ld. Advocate. 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1.   The case of the prosecution, in a brief, is that an FIR was  filed on 

06.02.14 by the informant Amarendra Das in the Nalbari Sadar PS against the 

accused person namely Mukut Kalita alleging inter alia that on 05.02.14, at about 

1.00 am, at midnight, when the informant was sleeping in his house, the 

aforesaid named accused person wrongfully entered the house of the informant 

and molested his wife while she was sleeping. When the informant woke up and 

saw the accused molesting his wife, he immediately grabbed him and tied him up 

with the help of the other family members and informed the village gaon burah. 

Thereafter the accused person was handed over to police. Hence the case. 
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2.   On receiving the case the Nalbari P.S. registered Nalbari P.S. Case 

No.65/14 u/s-457/354 IPC and started investigation. On completion of 

investigation the I.O laid charge-sheet against the accused person namely Mukut 

Kalita u/s-457/354 IPC. 

3.   In pursuance of the process issued, the accused person appeared 

before the court and on his appearance the copies of the case as per the 

mandate of law u/s-207 Cr.P.C. were furnished to the accused person. Thereupon 

prima facie case was found against the accused person u/s-457/354 IPC and the 

charges of the offences u/s-457/354 IPC were framed, read over and explained 

to the accused person and he was asked whether he will plead guilty of the 

offences charged or claimed to be tried. He had pleaded not guilty and claimed 

to be tried. 

4.  During the trial the prosecution side examined seven witnesses 

including the I.O. 313 Cr.P.C. statement of accused person was of complete 

denial. The defence side declined to adduce any evidence. 

5.   I have heard the arguments of both the sides.    

 

                     POINTS FOR DETERMINATION  

  •  Whether accused Mukut Kalita on 05.02.14, at about 1.00 am, at midnight, at village 

Digheli under Nalbari PS committed house trespass at night by entering into the dwelling house in 

possession of informant Amarendra Das in order to commit offence of outraging modesty of the wife of 

the informant Amarendra Das and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 457 

I.P.C. ? 

 •  Whether accused Mukut Kalita on 05.02.14, at about 1.00 am, at midnight, at village 

Digheli under Nalbari PS assaulted the wife of informant Amarendra Das, a woman intending to outrage 

her modesty and thereby committed an offence punishable u/s 354 I.P.C. ? 

        DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS 

6.         P.W.1 is Amarendra Das, informant. He deposed that he knew the 

accused Mukut Kalita. About 2½ years ago, one night, he was sleeping in his 

house. His wife and four years old son were also sleeping in the nearby room. 
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Suddenly he heard noise in the room where his wife was sleeping. He got up 

from his bed and switched on the light and when he entered his wife's room, he 

saw that accused person was pulling and pushing his wife and on seeing the 

informant, the accused had hid himself under the bed. He immediately grabbed 

the accused person and raised hue and cry. The neighbours arrived at the scene. 

The village gaon burah has also arrived. They tied the accused person. The 

accused in an attempt to flee damaged one bamboo wall of the house of the 

informant. Thereafter, the village gaon burah informed the police and police 

came and took away the accused person. On the following morning, the 

informant filed this case. When the wife of the informant got up at night to 

switch off the light, the accused found the door of the adjacent room opened and 

he might have entered inside the house by that door and was hiding. Ext.1 is the 

FIR and Ext.1(1) is his signature. Police recorded his statements.    

7.         In his cross-examination, he deposed that the house of the 

accused Mukut is in the same village as his. It is not a fact that during the time 

of the incident, the accused person had a live stock farm and he had purchased 

chicken from the farm and was liable to pay an amount of Rs.10,000/- to the 

accused person. It is not a fact that when accused Mukut asked him to return the 

amount, he has filed this case falsely. The accused was handed over to police at 

about 8.00 am in the following morning. The village gaon burah and the villagers 

were present. Rabin Das, Khagen Das, Rabin Kalita, Prafulla Kalita were present 

when the accused person was handed over to police. It is not a fact that no 

incident took place at night. It is not a fact that accused person had gone to their 

house in the morning to take the money back when he had grabbed the accused 

and handed over him to police. It is not a fact that he did not state before police 

that when his wife went to switch off the light of the adjacent room, the accused 

person had entered their house. It is not a fact that before police he did not state 

that he heard hue and cry coming from the adjacent room, he got up and saw 

that the accused was pulling and shoving his wife and on seeing him, the 

accused had hid under the bed. It is not a fact that the accused person has not 

pushed and pulled his wife. It is not a fact that he only stated before police that 

when he entered his wife's room, he saw the accused person was hiding under 

the bed. It is not a fact that before police he did not state that the accused 

person attempted to flee had damaged a bamboo wall. There are two living 
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rooms in his house which are occupied by him and his wife respectively. The 

accused person is a young man and has lots of strength. He will be unable to 

hold the accused on his own. His house is at a distance of three km from Nalbari 

PS. The house of his father is near his house, thereafter, the house of the 

paternal uncle, thereafter, the other house of Khagen Das, Bipin Das etc. Police 

recovered the accused while he was tied up near the namghar. It is not a fact 

that he has falsely deposed. 

8.         PW.2 is Karabi Das. She deposed that informant is her husband. 

She knew the accused Mukut Kalita. About three years ago, one night, at about 

11 pm, she went outside her house. Thereafter, she came inside the house and 

locked the door from inside. While she was locking the door, accused Mukut 

pulled the door of the room outside and entered the room and grabbed her. 

When she raised hue and cry, her husband came out and both she and her 

husband tried to grab the accused. When the accused hid under the bed, they 

caught the accused from under the bed and they called out her mother-in-law. 

The accused person kicked the nearby bamboo wall and tried to flee, but failed 

to do so. Thereafter, her mother-in-law arrived and all of them grabbed the 

accused person. On the same night, at about 2/ 3 villagers came. On the 

following morning, the village gaon burah was called. The village gaon burah 

came and informed the police. Police came and took away the accused person. 

The FIR was filed in the police station by her husband. Police recorded her 

statements. 

9.         In her cross-examination, she deposed that the house of the 

accused person is at Digheli. She sometimes used to see the accused frequenting 

their village. Her husband used to work in a tent house and used to stay at home 

at night. The accused person has no talking terms with her husband. She has not 

also any talking terms with the accused person. The accused has never came 

inside their house from before the incident. She told police that before the 

incident, the accused had threatened to assault her husband. It is not a fact that 

she told police that on the night of the incident i.e. on 05.02.14, the accused 

person met her husband in front of their house and both had conversation. Her 

husband, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law and her son were in the 

house at that night. They stayed in the same house although they live in 
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separate rooms. She and her husband and her son stay in one room. There was 

a light outside her room at night and her husband had asked her to switch off 

the light. Hence, she went outside to switch off the light. The light switch was in 

the veranda. She opened the door and switched off the light of the veranda and 

thereafter, came inside the house. When she went outside to switch off the light, 

she did not see any person in the veranda. It is not a fact that before police she 

did not state that when the accused person entered inside her room, he grabbed 

her. Before police, she stated that when accused Mukut Kalita came inside the 

house, she asked him to go out, but he refused to do so. It is not a fact that she 

stated before police that at about 11.00 pm, her husband had got up and went 

to put on the light of the room and her husband came inside her room and saw 

Mukut Kalita under her bed and raised hue and cry. There are houses of other 

persons near her house. Police had recorded her statements on the next 

morning. It is not a fact that her husband had brought Rs.20,000/- worth broiler 

chicken from the accused person and when the accused person demanded the 

money back, her husband had falsely filed this case. It is not a fact that she has 

deposed falsely for the sake of her husband. 

10.         PW.3 is Layan Das. She deposed that informant is her son. She 

knew accused Mukut Kalita. About three years ago, one night, at about 11.00 

pm, she was sleeping in her house. Suddenly, she heard hue and cry from inside 

the house. She went inside and saw that her son had caught hold of the accused 

person. She also grabbed the accused. Both of them had tied him up and 

informed the village gaon burah and the villagers. They handed over the accused 

to village gaon burah who was thereafter handed over to police. Thereafter, her 

son filed this case. 

11.         In her cross-examination, this witness deposed that she knew 

accused Mukut from before because accused person had studied with her son. 

Previously she was talking terms with the accused. They stayed in different room 

in the same house. The villagers were informed on the same night. Khagen Das, 

Dilip Das, Rabin Das were informed on the night of the incident. Her family 

members had tied the accused. The villagers came on the same night. If they 

proceed by bike to the police station, the distance is about 15 minutes. She told 

the police that when the accused person tried to go outside, her son Amarendra 
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took him inside the house. It is not a fact that her son had purchased chicken of 

Rs.20,000/- from the accused person and the accused person asked him to 

return the money, he has falsely filed this case. 

12.         PW.4 is Khargeswar Kalita. He deposed that he knew the informant 

Amarendra Das and accused Mukut Kalita. In the year 2014, one morning, at 

about 6.00 am, Amarendra's bhatija came to call him to his house. This witness 

is the lat gaon burah. The boy told him that they had grabbed the accused 

person in their house, hence, he has come to call him. He came to the village 

namghar and saw that Mukut was tied up there. Somebody stated that the 

incident has fallen down for some love-affairs while some other stated that the 

incident has fallen down for lending of money. Thereafter, they informed the 

police station. The accused was handed over to police. 

13.         In his cross-examination, he deposed that he went to the place of 

occurrence at about 6.30 – 7.00 am, in the morning. Informant's brother and 

bhatija had tied up the accused. The accused told him that when he came to 

take back the money that he had owed, he was apprehended by the informant. 

14.         PW.5 is Dilip Das. He deposed that he knew the informant and the 

accused person. About three years ago, one night, Amarendra's brother came to 

call him and told him that a thief had entered inside their house and he should 

come fast. Thereafter, he went to the house of Amarendra and he came to know 

that the accused person was tied up inside the house. He asked them why the 

accused person was tied up because he was the friend of the informant. 

Thereafter, he was told that the accused person had entered the house of the 

informant with an evil intention. 

15.        In his cross-examination, this witness deposed that Amarendra and 

Mukut were very good friends from many years. Both had also done business 

together. At that time the accused had a broiler farm. 

16.         PW.6 is Khagen Das. He stated that he knew the informant and 

the accused person. About three years ago, one night, at about 1.00 - 1.30 am, 

Amarendra's elder brother Achyut Das came to his house to call him and told that 

they had caught a man in their house and they should come and see. Thereafter, 

he went to the house of the informant and saw that accused Mukut was tied 
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inside the house. The villagers had also gathered. Someone went to call the 

village gaon burah. The village gaon burah did not come at night and hence, they 

had to stand as guard. On the following morning, the village gaon burah came 

and the accused person was handed over to the village gaon burah. The village 

gaon burah informed the police. Police came and took away the accused person. 

17.         In his cross-examination, this witness stated that between his 

house and the house of the informant, there are houses of 2-3 other persons. 

The house of the accused is about 10 houses away from his house. The accused 

and the informant were in talking terms. He also found both had hung out 

together. Accused had a broiler chicken farm. Police had taken his statements. He 

did not state before police that they had to guard for the accused person at night 

and handed over him to the village gaon burah on the following morning.   

18.        PW.7 is I.O Dhiren Baishya. He deposed that on 06.02.14, he was 

working as Sub Inspector at Nalbari PS. On that day, at about 8.20 am, in the 

morning, informant Amarendra Das made a phone call and informed that they 

had apprehended a person while the person had entered inside his house. On 

receiving the information, the O.C of Nalbari entered the information in the 

General Diary vide GDE No.171 dated 06.02.14 and endorsed him with the task 

of preliminary investigation. He went to the place of occurrence and saw that at 

Digheli village, near the village namghar, accused Mukut has been tied up in an 

electric post. He also found huge gathering there. He then took the accused to 

the police station and conducted his medical examination. On that day, informant 

Amarendra Das filed a written FIR in the Nalbari PS. On receipt of the same, the 

O.C registered Nalbari PS Case No.65/14 and endorsed him with the task of 

investigation. He again visited the place of occurrence and recorded the 

statement of the informant and the witnesses. He arrested the accused and 

forwarded him to court. On completion of investigation, he filed charge-sheet 

against accused Mukut Kalita u/s-457/354 IPC. Ext.2 is the charge-sheet and 

Ext.2(1) is his signature. 

19.         In his cross-examination, he deposed that the incident occurred on 

05.01.14, at about 1.00 am, at night. The place of occurrence is at a distance of 

3 km from the police station. The written FIR was filed on 06.02.14 at about 10 

am. On receipt of the FIR, in the evening time at about 4.00 pm he visited the 
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place of occurrence. He has not mentioned in the charge-sheet about the GDE 

number. It is mentioned in the charge-sheet that the incident occurred at about 

11.30 pm, at night. He has not taken the accused to the place of occurrence. The 

residence of the informant is about 200 meter away from the place where the 

accused was tied up. Pw.1 Amarendra Das stated before him that his wife came 

outside his residence at about 11.30 pm and entered inside the residence. PW.1 

Amarendra Das did not state before him that on hearing hulla he came out and 

saw that accused was pulling and pushing his wife, on seeing the informant the 

accused hid himself under the bed.  PW.1 Amarendra Das stated before him that 

his wife had seen that accused had hid himself under the bed. PW.1 Amarendra 

Das did not state before him that accused Mukut broke a wall while he made an 

attempt to flee. PW.2 Karabi Das did not state before him that accused entering 

inside her residence had hugged her. PW.2 Karabi Das stated before him that 

while accused Mukut came inside her residence, she asked the accused to go out 

but the accused did not do so; and at 11.00 pm, at night, her husband came to 

her residence and put on the light and saw the accused hiding under the bed and 

he raised hue and cry. He recorded the statement of PW.6 Khagen Das on 

07.02.14. 

20.         These are the materials on record. 

21.         The star witnesses of this case are PW.1 Amarendra Das and his 

wife PW.2 Karabi Das. Let us discuss the evidence of PW.2 Karabi Das. This 

witness stated that the incident occurred at about 11.00 pm, at night. She stated 

that she had gone out of their house to switch off the light and the switch was in 

the veranda of their house. After she switched off the light outside, she came 

inside the house, then accused person pushed the door from outside and came 

inside and grabbed her. Thereafter, when her husband came out from the 

adjacent room, the accused person hid under the bed of their house. Thereafter 

both she and her husband grabbed the accused person from under the bed. The 

accused person made an attempt to flee by kicking the bamboo wall, but failed 

to escape. Thereafter, she raised hue and cry. Her mother-in-law PW.3, her 

father-in-law who is not examined came to their room and grabbed the accused 

and tied him up. However, before the police in her 161 CrPC statement, this 

witness has stated that at the night of the incident, when she went outside to 
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switch off the light, accused person entered inside her residence and thereafter, 

she had asked the accused to leave the room, but she had not raised any hue 

and cry fearing that the accused person would kill her. Thereafter, there was 

pulling and pushing between her and the accused person. Thereafter, when her 

husband entered inside the room, at about 11.00 pm, at night, he saw the 

accused person hiding under her bed and her husband had raised hue and cry 

instead of her. Therefore, from the 161 CrPC statement, there was certain 

contradictions between the evidence of this witness and what is stated before the 

I.O of this case. Thus, after reading her evidence as a whole, it appears that it is 

doubtful whether this witness had raised hue and cry when the accused person 

had entered inside the room while her husband was sleeping. Therefore, from 

her evidence, it is crystal clear that she and the accused person had consensual 

love-affairs due to which the accused had dared to enter the room of this witness 

at about 11.00 pm at night. Further, it is seen that the accused was only 

discovered by the informant himself under the bed and not due to PW.2 raising 

hue and cry after she came to know that the accused person had come inside 

the house. From the evidence of PW.2, therefore, it is crystal clear that the 

accused person had entered the room with the consent of PW.2. Moreover, had 

PW.2 raised hue and cry due to accused trespassing inside her house, the 

accused person would have fled from the door instead of hiding below the bed 

because the accused person had also known that he will be discovered by PW.2 if 

he hid himself under the bed. Therefore, there is no reason to hide under the 

bed. Only the possibility that has emerged  that the accused hid himself under 

the bed only to conceal himself from being discovered by the husband of PW.2. 

Therefore, it appears that the act of trespassing inside the house of the 

informant has occurred with due consent of PW.2. Further, PW.2 being a married 

woman and fearful of  wrath of her husband of being seen with another man at 

midnight did not raise any hue and cry on trespassing of the accused inside the 

room of PW.2 at midnight. Therefore, I find from the evidence of PW.2 that the 

trespass of the accused person inside the house at midnight is true, but with the 

consent of PW.2. Now, we come to the evidence of PW.1 Amarendra Das. He is 

the husband of PW.2. This witness deposed that about 2½ years ago, one night, 

when he was sleeping in his room, his wife and four years old son were sleeping 

in the adjacent room. All of a sudden, he heard hue and cry from the adjacent 
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room. Thereafter, he got up  and switch on the light and when he reached the 

room of his wife, he saw that the accused person was pulling and pushing his 

wife and when the accused person saw him, he hid himself under the bed. 

Thereafter, this witness along with the help of his wife grabbed the accused. He 

called the other family members and tied him up. Thereafter, on the following 

morning, he filed the FIR vide Ext.1. From FIR Ext.1, it is seen that the informant 

has stated in the FIR that when he entered the room of his wife at midnight, the 

accused person was molesting his wife while she was sleeping on her bed. But, it 

is even, there are certain contradictions appearing in the FIR and the version of 

the informant as stated in his evidence. From cross-examination of PW.1, it is 

seen that he has stated that his wife had gone to switch off the light of the 

veranda when the accused person had entered inside the room. Therefore, this 

witness is also aware that his wife had gone to switch off the light. Hence, this 

witness should have discovered the accused person at the time when he entered 

inside the house because under that circumstance, it is natural to raise hue and 

cry by his wife as this witness discovered the accused under the bed of his wife. 

Hence, it is evident that his wife had not raised hue and cry when the accused 

had pushed the door, but from the evidence of this witness, the fact that accused 

person trespassing inside the house of informant is proved. The other witness 

PW.3 is the mother of the informant who had gone inside the room of PW.2 when 

she heard hue and cry. She has also discovered the accused person inside the 

room of the informant. Thereafter, she deposed that she had grabbed the 

accused person and tied him up with the help of her son. The defence has failed 

to dissolve the evidence of this witness that she had seen the accused person 

inside the house of the informant. Therefore, from her evidence also that fact 

that the accused person entered the house of the informant has remained intact. 

PW.5 Dilip Das is also the villager of the same village. This witness deposed that 

he was informed by the informant's elder brother that they had caught a person 

inside their residence. Thereafter, this witness also came to the house of the 

informant and saw the accused was tied up inside the house. This witness has 

also corroborated the evidence of PW.1 that the accused was found inside the 

house of the informant. Next witness PW.6 also deposed similarly. He too was 

informed by the elder brother of the informant. This witness also went to the 

house of the informant and saw that the accused was being tied up in the 
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informant's house. This witness has also proved the fact that the accused person 

was tied up by the informant inside his house. 

22.         Thus, from the evidence of PW.1 and PW.2, it is seen that the 

prosecution has although failed in establishing a case u/s-457/354 IPC, yet the 

prosecution has been successful in bringing home the guilt of the accused of 

commission of offence u/s-448 IPC. Now coming to the question whether the 

accused person can be convicted u/s-448 IPC without drawing formal charge 

against him. It is pertinent to mention herein that charge has been already 

framed u/s-457/354 IPC against the accused. 

23.         As per section 222 of the CrPC: states: when a person is charged 

with an offence consisting of several particulars, a combination of some only of 

which constitutes a complete minor offence, and such combination is proved, but 

the remaining particulars are not proved, he may be convicted of the minor 

offence, though he was not charged with it. The term “minor offence” has to be 

interpreted in its ordinary sense and not technical sense. The test is not the 

gravity of punishment. When a person is charged with an offence, consisting of 

several particulars and if all the particulars are proved then it will constitute the 

minor offence, while if some of those particulars are proved and their 

combination constitutes a minor offence the accused can be convicted of the 

minor offence thought he was not charged with it. Thus a minor offence within 

the meaning of Section 222 CrPC would not be something independent of the 

main offence or an offence merely involving lesser punishments. The minor 

offence should be composed of some of the ingredients constituting the main 

offence and be a part of it. 

24.         Although the prosecution in this particular case has failed to 

establish a case u/s-457 IPC, yet the prosecution has been successful to prove 

that the accused had entered into the dwelling house of the informant and 

thereby annoyed him. As both section 448 IPC and 457 IPC  are cognate 

offences, so, without framing  charge u/s-448 IPC, conviction can be recorded 

u/s-448 IPC. Moreover, offence u/s-448 IPC entails less punishment than sec.457 

IPC. In this particular case, in which accused had entered the house of the 

informant and hid under his bed it can be inferred that the informant was 

annoyed. The prosecution has failed to prove the offence u/s-457/354 IPC 
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beyond all reasonable doubt. Hence, I find that the accused Mukut Kalita has 

committed an offence u/s-448 IPC. 

25.         In the result, the prosecution has not been able to prove the guilt 

of the accused person for committing offence u/s-457/354 IPC, so, he is 

acquitted of the offences u/s-457/354 IPC. 

26.         On the other hand, on the basis of the entire evidence on record 

and taking into account the facts and circumstances of the case, I hold accused 

Mukut Kalita guilty of offence u/s-448 I.P.C. and hence he is convicted u/s-448 

IPC. 

27.         Accused is heard on the point of sentence. He prayed for the 

mercy of the court and pleaded to take a lenient view as he has family to 

maintain. 

28.         Accused trespassed inside the house of the informant at late night 

and he was discovered under the bed of the wife of the informant. If the accused 

person is dealt with leniently, then it will send a wrong message to the society 

and tend to dilute the efficacy of the judicial delivery system in the minds of the 

common people. Hence I am not inclined to extend clemency and extend the 

benefits of probation to accused Mukut Kalita. 

29.        In the end, accused Mukut Kalita is hereby convicted u/s 448 IPC 

and sentenced to pay a fine of Rs.500/-,  i/d of payment of fine, he shall undergo 

S.I. for 15 days. 

30.         Fine amount if paid by accused be forwarded to the Treasury 

under proper head of account. 

31.         Supply a free copy of this judgment to accused Mukut Kalita. 

32.        Judgment is written in separate sheets and delivered in open 

court. 

         Given under my hand and seal of this court on this the 09th day of 

January, 2019. 
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                       (Smti. K.R. Deka) 

           Chief Judicial Magistrate, Nalbari 
                  
 

  

 

       Dictated and corrected by me 

 

 

                 (Smti. K.R. Deka) 

       Chief Judicial Magistrate, 
                     Nalbari.   
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A P P E N D I X: 

 

Witnesses for the prosecution 

 

PW.1  - Amarendra Das, informant. 

PW.2  - Karabi Das. 

PW.3  - Layan Das. 

PW.4  - Khargeswar Kalita. 

PW.5   - Dilip Das. 

PW.6  - Khagen Das. 

PW.7   - I.O Dhiren Baishya. 

 

 

Witnesses for the defence 

None 

 

Prosecution Exhibits 

 

Ext.1  - FIR. 

Ext. 1(1) - Signature of Amarendra Das, informant. 

Ext.2  - Charge sheet. 

Ext. 2(1) - Signature of I.O Dhiren Baishya. 

 

 

Defence Exhibits 

None 

 

 

                                                        (Smti. K.R. Deka) 
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                                                      Chief Judicial Magistrate,  
               Nalbari.   


